Design and Realization of PLC Control System for Magnetic Iron Ore Separating Equipment
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Abstract. Magnetic iron concentrate beneficiation process, in order to improve the grade of iron concentrate powder, electromagnetic magnetic separation equipment can be used to realize. The use of PLC technology, PID control of self-optimization control algorithm, by controlling the magnetic field intensity and concentration of iron ore powder in the magnetic separation barrel, the grade of iron concentrate can be improved, to meet the requirements of iron concentrate grade in production process. The production process and parameters displayed and controlled by the HMI man-machine interface. After the system is put into use, the new equipment was compared with the permanent magnetic separation equipment, the data show, performance of this equipment is better than conventional permanent magnetic separator.

Introduction
In magnetic iron ore powder cleaning process, use of PLC, iron concentration detection sensor, according to the concentration of ore pulp inflow and outflow, using the PID self-optimizing control algorithm, adjust automatically the regulating valves of water supply or drainage and control intensity of magnetic fields, to make the electromagnetic separator run in the best condition. So that the outflow of the iron pulp grade can be improved, to meet the requirements of iron concentrate grade in production process. At the same time the process display and control is realized by using the HMI touch screen man-machine interface.

Iron concentrate beneficiation process
Magnetic iron ore sorting equipment structure see Fig. 1 (① buffer tank ② overflow tank ③ Magnetic barrel ④ Junction box ⑤ Mounting flange ⑥ outer cylinder ⑦ water supply ring ⑧ concentration sensor). The concentration of 60% ore pulp by selecting machine through the buffer tank into the upper end of magnetic separation barrel, and the upward flow of wash water flow reversely. Wash water from the water supply ring at the lower end of the Magnetic barrel inflow along the tangential direction. The water supply pressure is 0.2 - 0.3Mpa. Water with 2 ~ 6cm / s speed up in the separation barrel. The water wash the falling ore pulp. Due to the proportion is less gangue than iron, gangue rise to the overflow tank with water discharge in the action of upward flowing water. In order to avoid being the rising small particles of iron washed away by water, the iron concentration in the overflow ore exceed the standard, thus making the use of electromagnetic coil generates magnetic fields, so that the iron powder have gathered under the action of magnetic field, magnetic agglomeration of iron powder fall down by gravity, flow out from the bottom outlet. The finished product is discharged the grade reached more than 64%.
The hardware design of the control system

Separating barrel magnetic fields design

According to the general principle of electric coil generates a magnetic field strength of the magnetic field, can produce controllable magnetic field. Based on the characteristics of the iron separation, magnetic separation barrel is divided into constant magnetic field and alternating magnetic field region, is shown as figure 2. Set the 1#~7# of seven groups of electromagnetic coils in the magnetic outer side of the barrel from top to bottom [14]. Set the 1# electromagnetic coil in a constant magnetic field area, produce the Constant magnetic field lines; others six layer disposed electromagnetic coils in the top-down alternating magnetic field area, with a jump of one or two parallel each other, constitute the three group separating coils. They can generate three groups of circular magnetic field.

Set a constant magnetic field coil's role: To make magnetic powder to produce magnetic agglomeration, increase the magnetic force downward, prevent iron overflow along the upper overflow tank, overflow proportional control of small particles of iron powder, iron loss reduction ratio [10].

Set three sets of alternating magnetic field coil's role: Three groups of magnetic coils turns intermittent electrified, the magnetic field of the coil produces cycle down on coil internal. By controlling the electric current, the electrifying time and electrifying time interval, control the grade of finished product ore [11].

The principle of control system.

DC power supply electromagnetic coil: In order to respectively produce controllable constant magnetic field and the sequence of moving down recycle pulsating magnetic field in a constant magnetic field region and the alternating magnetic field region. Electromagnetic coils adopts a controllable DC power supply [12].

Control the magnetic field strength of the constant region: A according to the iron concentration of overflow regulate the intensity of the magnetic field, the iron particles outflow concentration meet the production process.

Control the magnetic field strength of the alternating magnetic field region: The concentration sensor detection is arranged at the lower part of the overflow liquid level. According to the detection of iron ore concentration, the strength of the magnetic field in three sets of alternating electromagnetic coils, the electrifying period from top to bottom turns was controlled, each group of 1.7 seconds. When it is detected that the overflow liquid level lower concentration increases, then increasing the working current of the electromagnetic coil, the magnetic field intensity increases; on the other hand, decrease the work current of the electromagnetic coil.

PID self-optimizing control on ore concentration, ore discharge amount, quantity of water supply: In the production of real-time change into ore concentration, in order to ensure the ore grade and save water, must be integrated into the automatic control volume of ore output, water supply. Therefore, the concentration sensor is arranged in the export of magnetic barrel lower, set the
regulating valves in the water entering port and a mine outlet, according to the ore concentration, discharge concentration, using the PID self-optimizing control algorithm, to achieve water supply regulating valve, ore discharge regulating integrated automatic control[9, 15].

The Design of the System Hardware
The control system consists of a S7-CPU 224XP PLC, the analog input module EM231, analog output module EM232, SMART 700 HMI human-machine interface, phase-shift voltage regulation module, rectifier module, input concentration sensor, output concentration sensor, water electric regulating valve, export electric regulating valve[1,2,13]. An multiple variable an integrative control system is shown as Figure 3.

![Fig. 3: Structure of the control system](image)

Fig. 4: Iron density detection sensor (① Main pipeline ② Sensor coil sheath ③ Transducer ④ Wiring terminal ⑤ Flange)

Selection by iron concentration detection device is shown as figure 4. By adopting the electromagnetic principle, according to the changes through the medium of magnetic material, accurate measurement of the amount of change in iron in ore pulp [5, 6, 7].

The analog input modules: The EM231 module has four analog input Channels, using two wire 4-20mA input signal, the circuit principle is shown as Figure 5. Two concentration sensor signals, position feedback signal of electric regulating valves, access to the EM231 input ports [3].
The analog output modules: Three analog output modules EM232 Selected, output signal 0-20mA. EM231-1, EM231-2, control voltage regulator modules and the strength of the magnetic field separation barrel two areas. The principle is show as figure 6.

EM231-3 control the opening degree of the water supply regulating valve and the flow out of the mine electric regulating valve. The principle show in figure 7.

The design of PLC control system software
Control flow chart of PLC control system is shown as Figure 8[9, 15].
PLC control system using effect

The PLC automatic control system is used in a mineral processing plant in the production. This electromagnetic separator with permanent magnetic separator are compared, the data is shown as Table 1.

Table 1: Comparison of usage data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade(%)</th>
<th>Input ore pulp</th>
<th>Overflow quality</th>
<th>The concentrate</th>
<th>The percentage of grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLC automatic electromagnetic separator</td>
<td>60.53</td>
<td>46.89</td>
<td>65.20</td>
<td>4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent magnetic separator</td>
<td>60.53</td>
<td>52.25</td>
<td>63.00</td>
<td>2.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Analysis of the data in Table 1 draws the conclusion as follows: The concentrate grade of the electromagnetic machine is 65.2%, the permanent magnetic separator is 63%, the former increased by 2.2% than the latter; The concentrate grade increased percentage is 4.67% for the electromagnetic machine, the grade increased percentage is 2.47% for permanent magnetic separator, the former increased by 2.2% than the latter. Comparison of the data shows that, the performance of automatic electromagnetic separator is better than that of conventional permanent magnetic separator.
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